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Liang Zhao, Yu Shao, Zhanxin Gang, Chaoran Jia, Yihan Chen, and Zhikui Chen

B971 "Exploring Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning of a Large-Scale Pre-Trained Model for scRNA-seq Cell Type Annotation"
Yuhang Liu, Shuwen Xiong, Tianhao Li, Zixuan Wang, Yongqing Zhang, and Quan Zou

B975 "Rethinking Low-Dose CT Synthesis: Degrading Normal-Dose CT from Origin for Pairwise Training of CT Denoiser"
B985 "Identifying Disease-related brain Imaging Quantitative Traits and Related Genetic Variations via A Bidirectional Association Learning Method"
Muheng Shang, Yan Yang, Minjianan Zhang, Jin Zhang, Duo Xi, Lei Guo, and Lei Du

B988 "Enhancing Cancer Gene Prediction through Aligned Fusion of Multiple PPI Networks Using Graph Transformer Models"
Zebei Han and Yang Yang

B989 "BACON: Boundary-guided Polypharmacy Side Effect Prediction via Integrating Molecular Structures and Biochemical Information"
Yike Wang, Huifang Ma, Zihao Gao, Zhixin Li, and Liang Chang

B992 "Adversarial Multi-Sample Interpolation for Medical Image Segmentation"
Yinbin Lu and Hongyan Quan

B995 "PTDA-SWGLC: Predicting tRNA-Disease Associations using Supplementarily Weighted Graph Contrastive Learning"
Yuanpeng Zhang, Yurong Qian, Xiaowen Hu, Xiaojun Xiao, Zhijian Huang, and Lei Deng

Yaonai Wei, Tuo Zhang, Han Zhang, Tianyang Zhong, Lin Zhao, Zhengliang Liu, Chong Ma, Songyao Zhang, Muheng Shang, Lei Du, Xiao Li, Tianming Liu, and Junwei Han

B1007 "Weakly Supervised Myeloma Cells Segmentation based on Point Annotation"
Haijun Lei, Guanjie Tong, Huaqiang Su, Jia Zhao, Xinyun Qiu, and Baiying Lei

B1011 "Detect the Unseen: An Expandable Detection Model for Stem Cell Images"
Hao Li, Yating Lin, Ying Chen, Sijie Lin, Zhibin Huang, Wenxian Yang, Wei Li, and Rongshan Yu

B1014 "Dual-branch Feature Interaction Network with Structure Information Learning for Retinopathy of Prematurity Classification"
Jia Zhao, Haijun Lei, Hai Xie, Yaling Liu, Guoming Zhang, and Baiying Lei

B1015 "Mining disease-associated genes based on heterogeneous graph transformer"
Xingli Guo, Yao Yun, Liang Lu, and Lin Gao

B1021 "Enhancing Precision and Interpretability of CT Image Reconstruction via Self-supervised Adaptive Domain Transformation"
Baiyin Huang, Guoqiang Xiao, and Xiaqin Tang

B1024 "A Transformer-based Patient Clustering Method in Continuing Care Retirement Communities"
Zhenggui Xiang

B1026 "MVP: Optimizing Multi-view Prompts for Medical Dialogue Summarization"
Jiaxin Duan, Fengyu Lu, and Junfei Liu

B1033 "A Novel Deep Learning Approach Featuring Graph-Based Algorithm for Simultaneous Cell Segmentation and Tracking"
  Keliang Zhao, Jovial Niyogisubizo, Linxia Xiao, Yi Pan, and Yanjie Wei

B1038 "Deep k-Space Partition-Based Pyramid Networks for Fast Multimodal MRI Reconstruction Guided by Multiscale Reference Modality"
  Xiao-Xin Li, Wen-Hao Zheng, Qianwei Zhou, and Lei Chen

B1042 "A multi-view comparative learning method for spatial transcriptomics data clustering"
  Wei Peng, Zhihao Zhang, Wei Dai, Xiaodong Fu, Li Liu, Lijun Liu, and Ning Yu

B1047 "Orbital Lymphoproliferative Disorder Diagnosis with Incomplete Multimodal Images based on Self-/Cross-Representation and Hypergraph Ensemble"
  Xiaoayang Xie, Huachen Zhang, Lijuan Yang, Yuqing Hou, Xiaowei He, and Fengjun Zhao

B1050 "A Deep Learning Method with Multi-view Attention and Multi-branch GCN for BECT Diagnosis"
  Lin Zhang, Yun Ren, Fang Yuan, Yangxin Zhu, Shikui Tu, Yucai Chen, and Lei Xu

B1057 "Explainable Depression Recognition from EEG Signals via Graph Convolutional Network"
  Jian Shen, Jiaying Chen, Yu Ma, Zheyu Cao, Yanan Zhang, and Bin Hu

B1060 "Improving efficiency in rationale discovery for Out-of-Distribution molecular representations"
  Jiahui Zhang, Wenjie Du, Di Wu, Jiahe Li, Shuai Zhang, and Yang Wang

B1061 "Unsupervised Feature Selection by Fusing Spectral Clustering and Locality Preserving Projection"
  Xiongwen Quan, Xia Guo, Han Zhang, Mingjing Han, Zeyuan Li, and Yanbin Yin

B1072 "FedGST: Federated Graph Spatio-Temporal Framework for Brain Functional Disease Prediction"
  Junbin Mao, Jin Liu, Yi Pan, Hanhe Lin, and Xu Tian

B1073 "Diffusion-Enhanced Graph Attention Network for Cancer Type Classification"
  Xiaofeng Wang, Jiahao Zhang, and Jianyu Zhou

B1077 "Group Attention-based Multi-wave Graph Learning for Dementia Diagnosis"
  Jiaxin Wei, Bin Jiao, Xu Tian, Lu Shen, and Jin Liu

B1081 "TSM: Three-Stream Mix For Unsupervised Medical Image Registration"
  Zhen Gu, Daqiang Zhang, Fang Chen, Peng Wan, and Lingyu Chen

B1088 "Soft Tissue Sarcoma Segmentation Network Based on Ensemble Learning"
  Liang Zhao, Yu Shao, Chaoran Jia, Jing Gao, Yihan Chen, and Zhanxin Gang
B1097 "M’CI-Net: Multi-Modal MRI-Based Characteristics Inspired Network for IDH Genotyping"
   Jingxiao Yao, Jianhong Cheng, Hulin Kuang, Jin Liu, and Jianxin Wang

B1099 "Noninvasive diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma by integrating the genetic, epigenetic and fragmentation features of cell-free DNAs"
   Xiaqing Peng, Junjie You, Wanxin Cui, and Mengxi Zou

B1100 "EdtClust: A fast homologous protein sequences clustering method based on edit distance"
   Yixin Xiang, Jiachang Gu, and Jianyu Zhou

B1112 "A Privacy Preserving Computer-aided Medical Diagnosis Framework with Outsourced Model"
   Xinyu Feng, Qingni Shen, Cong Li, Xuewei Wang, Niantao Xie, Yuejian Fang, and Zhonghai Wu

B1114 "MouseScholar: Evaluating an Image+Text Search System for Biocuration"
   Juan Trelles Trabucco, Carla Floricel, Cecilia Arighi, Hagit Shatkay, Daniela Raciti, Martin Ringwald, and G. Elisabeta Marai

B2002 "MFHCC: Multi-View Feature Hierarchical Contrastive Clustering Model for Multi-Omics Data"
   Zongli Jiang, Hongwei Ren, Ziwei Yang, Jinli Zhang, and Zheng Chen

B2007 "Multi-Modal Deep Feature Integration for Alzheimer’s Disease Staging"
   Amritpal Singh, Wengi Shi, and May Wang

B2014 "Learned Fingerprint Embedding for Large-scale Peptide Mass Spectra Retrieval"
   Yongshuai Wang, Defeng Li, Cheng Chen, Xiaojun Cai, Shiwei Sun, and Xuefeng Cui

B2017 "A Hybrid Outbreak Detection Using Ontology-based Data Collection from Social Media"
   Ghazaleh Babanejaddehaki, Aijun An, and Heidar Davoudi

B2019 "Ulcerative Colitis Mayo Endoscopic Scoring Classification with Active Learning and Generative Data Augmentation"
   Ümit Mert Çağlar, Alperen İnci, Oğuz Hanoğlu, Gökem Polat, and Alptekin Temizel

B2023 "Integrating Heterogeneous Biological Networks and Ontologies for Improved Protein Function Prediction with Graph Neural Networks"
   Nhat Tran and Jean Gao

B2046 "Probing Transmembrane Proteins Binding Domain via Multi-level Molecule Learning"
   Yihang Bao, Wenjie Li, Zehua Sun, Yuanzhao Guo, Guan Ning Lin, and Han Wang

B2047 "Integrating Multimodal Contrastive Learning and Cross-Modal Attention for Alzheimer's Disease Prediction in Brain Imaging Genetics"
   Rong Zhou, Houliang Zhou, Li Shen, Brian Y. Chen, Yu Zhang, and Lifang He

B2048 "A Morphology Focused Cell Detection Model for Histopathology Images"
Zhe Wang, Fangyue Wei, Shuyu Guo, Xiaoting Che, and Tian Bai

B2054 "De Novo Molecular Structure Generation from Mass Spectra"
Yanmin Liu, Xuan Zhang, Wei Zhao, Daming Zhu, and Xuefeng Cui

B2055 "Synthesize More Diverse and Realistic Nanoparticle Image-mask Pairs on Limited Data"
Wenlong Li, Chaohui Liu, Jingchuan Fan, Guoqiang Xiao, and Xiaqin Tang

B2067 "Multi-omics clustering based on interpretable and discriminative features for cancer subtyping"
Tianyi Shi, Xiucai Ye, and Tetsuya Sakurai

B2069 "Predicting Protein-Ligand Binding Affinity with Multi-Scale Structural Features"
Han Wang, Shengkun Wang, Xike Ouyang, Jingtong Zhao, Zhiquan He, and Ting Gao

B2070 "A Novel Drug-Drug Interaction Prediction Model Based on Line Subgraph Generation Strategy"
Tian Bai, Chu Li, Xinyue Peng, Haotian Guan, Zhefan Zhang, and Guishen Wang

B2073 "Personalized federated adaptive regularization for heterogeneous medical image classification: COVID-19 CT results"
Yuan Liu, Zhe Qu, Shu Wang, Tao Sheng, Xiaqing Yu, and Jianxin Wang

B2082 "Improved Approximation Algorithms for Sorting Unsigned Genomes by Reversals"
Chengcheng Sun and Haitao Jiang

B2087 "Pretrain Once and Finetune Many Times: How Pretraining Benefits Brain MRI Segmentation"
Hao Zhang, Sheng Xu, Wei Ren, Huping Ye, and Yi Hong

B2090 "Synthetic Monocular Depth Estimation Dataset for Cataract Surgery Assistance"
Yingquan Zhou, Zhongxi Qiu, Mingming Yang, Yan Hu, and Jiang Liu

B2099 "A flexible gene regulatory network reconstruction method based on autoencoder and graph attention network"
Ruiqing Zheng, Yanping Zeng, Weixing Zeng, and Min Li

B2100 "SIDE: Sequence-Interaction-Aware Dual Encoder for Predicting circRNA Back-Splicing Events"
Chengxin He, Lei Duan, Huiru Zheng, Yuening Qu, and Zhenyang Yu

B2101 "MGDTI: Meta-Learning Based Graph Transformer for Drug-Target Interaction Prediction"
Zhenjiang Zhao, Chengxin He, Yuening Qu, Huiru Zheng, Lei Duan, and Jie Zuo

B2107 "VirusBERTHP: Improved Virus Host Prediction Via Attention-based Pre-trained Model Using Viral Genomic Sequences"
Yunzhan Wang, Jin Yang, and Yunpeng Cai

B2117 "Enhancing Medical Report Generation in Multi-Slice Fusion Scenarios"
Shenshen Bu, Taiji Li, and Zhiming Dai

B2121 "ADMEOOD: Out-of-Distribution Benchmark for Drug Property Prediction"
Shuoying Wei, Xinlong Wen, Songquan Li, Lida Zhu, and Rongbo Zhu

B2129 "Variational Clustering and Denoising of Spatial Transcriptomics"
Cuiyuan Li, Kai Hu, Fa Zhang, and Xuefeng Cui

BIBM'23 - Short Papers

B205 "How GNNs Facilitate CNNs in Mining Geometric Information from Large-Scale Medical Images"
Yiqing Shen, Bingxin Zhou, Xinye Xiong, Ruitian Gao, and Yu Guang Wang

B211 "Predicting the effect of genes on longevity with novel hierarchical dependency-constrained tree augmented naive Bayes classifiers"
Cen Wan

B222 "Surgical Temporal Action-aware Network with Sequence Regularization for Phase Recognition"
Zhen Chen, Yuhao Zhai, Jun Zhang, and Jinqiao Wang

B231 "Knowledge-guided network pruning for eeg-based emotion recognition"
Wenjie Rao and Shenghua Zhong

B232 "CSNet: Colonic Polyp Segmentation for Assisted Diagnosis in Colonoscopy"
Jianbo Zhu, Zhaoxu Han, Zhimin Chang, Mingfeng Ge, Ruoqian Gao, and Wenfei Dong

B234 "Adversarial Training with Comprehensive Objective for Medical Image Report Generation"
Xuemiao Zhang and Junfei Liu

B235 "Adaptively Multi-Objective Adversarial Training for Medical Image Report Generation"
Xuemiao Zhang and Junfei Liu

B240 "Selection of Cancer Biomarkers from Microarray Gene Expression Data Utilizing the Bi-Objective Optimization Method"
Hanjing Jiang, Jianqing Lin, Huachao Zhu, and Yabing Huang

B249 "Adaptive Semi-Supervised Learning from Stronger Augmented Transformations of Medical Texts"
Xuemiao Zhang and Junfei Liu

B255 "Deep Adversarial Network Based Stain Unmixing for Brightfield Multiplex Immunohistochemistry Images"
Siyuan Xu, Guannan Li, Mingxue Gu, and Qingli Li

B264 "A multi-granularity information-enhanced pre-training method for predicting the coding potential of sORFs in plant lncRNAs"
Shihao Xia, Jun Meng, Zhaowei Wang, Yu Wang, Haibin Li, Zhaojing Qin, and Yushi Luan

B265 "Emotion Recognition based on Physiological Signals Multi-head Attention Contrastive Learning"
Yunfei Guo, Tao Zhang, and Wu Huang

B274 "Interpretable attention network with multi-view learning for drug-drug interaction prediction"
Xuan Lin, Qi Wen, Sijie Yang, Zu-Guo Yu, Yahui Long, and Xiangxiang Zeng

B275 "Decoupling MIL Transformer-based Network for Weakly Supervised Polyp Detection"
Hantao Zhang, Risheng Xie, Shouhong Wan, and Peiquan Jin

B282 "Polyp2Former: Boundary Guided Network Based on Transformer for Polyp Segmentation"
Xiaoshuang Huang, Jinze Huang, Shuo Wang, Yaoguang Wei, Dong An, and Jincun Liu

B283 "KSGTN-DDI: Key Substructure-aware Graph Transformer Network for Drug-drug Interaction Prediction"
Peiliang Zhang, Jingling Yuan, Yuanjie Liu, Zhishu Shen, and Lin Li

B285 "Spatial-Temporal Fusion Pseudo-Labeling Based Informative Frame Classification for Confocal Laser Endomicroscopy Video"
Zhaohui Wang, Xiangwei Zheng, Dejian Su, and Mingzhe Zhang

B286 "Exploring Early Stress Detection from Multimodal Time Series with Deep Reinforcement Learning"
Leonardo Furia, Matteo Tortora, Paolo Soda, and Rosa Sicilia

B289 "MulAxialGO: Muti-modal Feature-enhanced Deep Learning model for Protein Function Prediction"
Xun Wang, Peng Qu, Xiangyu Meng, Qing Yang, Lian Qiao, and Chaogang Zhang

B292 "TNFIPs-Net: A deep learning model based on multi-feature fusion for prediction of TNF-α inducing epitopes"
Shengli Zhang, Yujie Xu, Yuanyuan Jing, and Yunyun Liang

B296 "Class-specific Prompts in Vision Transformer for Continual Learning of New Diseases"
Defeng Zhao, Zejun Ye, Weishi Zheng, and Ruixuan Wang

B297 "MSCCNet: Multi-Scale Convolution-Capsule Network for Cervical Cell Classification"
Hua Chen, Juan Liu, Peng Jiang, Yu Jin, Jing Peng, Baochuan Pang, Dehua Cao, and Cheng Li

B306 "Temporal Context Alignment for One-shot Medical Video Object Segmentation"
Xiafan Li and Hongyan Quan

B308 "ssRRNet: Semi-supervised Image Segmentation based on Regularized Residual Learning"
Xiafan Li and Hongyan Quan
B326 "MoSCHG: Multi-omics Single-cell Classification based on Heterogeneous Graphs and Supervised Contrastive Learning"
   Xinjian Chen, Chenyang Xie, Yunhao Zhang, Song He, Xiaochen Bo, and Zhongnan Zhang

B327 "Drug-target and Drug-disease Association Prediction based on Drug-target-disease Network and Multi-task Learning"
   Binyu Wang, Yunhao Zhang, Hongyan Ye, Lianliian Wu, Song He, Xiaochen Bo, and Zhongnan Zhang

B337 "Advancing Precision Medicine: Treatment Regimen Recommendations via Siamese Neural Networks"
   Qianwen Meng, Yonghui Xu, Fanglin Zhu, and Lizhen Cui

B348 "Bézier Curves Meet Deep Learning: A Novel Pretraining Method for Improved and Generalized Retinal Vessel Segmentation"
   Luyu Niu, Xiaojiang Chen, and Song Guo

B351 "Semantic-guided unknown-aware Rare Disease Diagnosis"
   Yiwen Luo and Yixuan Yuan

B355 "Interpretable Deep Learning Models With Concept Whitening Layers"
   Megana Reddy Boddam and Wooyoung Kim

B358 "LDE-UNet: A Novel Model for Rapid COVID-19 Diagnosis via CT Image Segmentation"
   QiSong Wang, JiaRou Wu, YingZhuo Wang, HuLi Qu, Shanling Nie, and Hai Yang

B360 "An efficient domain adaptation framework for cross-subject EEG classification"
   Tian-jian Luo

B369 "TGAAL: Combining Transformer-based GAN and active learning to identify the coding potential of sORFs in plant lncRNAs"
   Yu Wang, Jun Meng, Shihao Xia, Haibin Li, Zhaowei Wang, and Yushi Luan

B370 "Cervical Cytology Classification with Coarse Labels Based on Two-Stage Weakly Supervised Contrastive Learning Framework"
   Siyi Chai, Jingmin Xin, Jiayi Wu, Hongxuan Yu, Zhaohai Liang, Yong Ma, and Nanning Zheng

B372 "Brain Functional Residual Temporal Convolution Network for Major Depressive Disorder Recognition"
   Xiaofang Sun, Yonghui Xu, Xiangwei Zheng, Wei Guo, Wei He, Yali Jiang, Yongqing Zheng, and Lizhen Cui

B373 "HistDeblur: A Pyramid Trustworthy Framework for Blurry Histologic Artifacts Quality Control"
   Yuxiang Sun, Kai Liu, Yiqing Shen, XiaoDan Han, and Jing Ke

B379 "TF-DTA: A Deep Learning Approach Using Transformer Encoder to Predict Drug-Target Binding Affinity"
   WENJUN LI, YIQIANG ZHOU, and XIWEI TANG

B381 "scBERC: A Batch Effect-Removed Clustering method for single-cell omics"
Yitao Zhou, Ying Wang, Feng Zeng, and Fan Yang

B384 "CSIFNet: Deep multimodal network based on cellular spatial information fusion for survival prediction"
Siqi Xiao and Zhiming Dai

B394 "Interactive Ultrasound Prostate Cancer Segmentation using Deep Learning with Principal Curve-based Fine-tuning"
Tao Peng, Caishan Wang, Ting Hu, Hui Mao, Gongye DI, and Lei Zhang

B398 "A Control Chart Method for Simultaneously Monitoring the Average Level and Stability of Surgical Quality"
Ruoyu Liu, Xin Lai, Jiayin Wang, Paul B.S. Lai, and Ka Chun Chong

B400 "Real-time Neuron Segmentation for Voltage Imaging"
Yosuke Bando, Ramdas Pillai, Atsushi Kajita, Farhan Abdul Hakeem, Yves Quemener, Hua-an Tseng, Kiryl Piatkevich, Changyang Linghu, Xue Han, and Edward Boyden

B411 "Adaptive Bayesian Meta-Learning for EEG Signal Classification"
Xin Guo, Jianping Zhu, Liang Zhang, Bo Jin, and Xiaopeng Wei

B413 "GRAIGH: Gene Regulation accessibility integrating GeneHancer database"
Lorenzo Martini, Roberta Bardini, Alessandro Savino, and Stefano Di Carlo

B416 "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation by Cross-Prototype Contrastive Learning for Medical Image Segmentation"
Zhuotong Cai, Jingmin Xin, Siyuan Dong, Chenyu You, Peiwen Shi, Tianyi Zeng, Jiazhen Zhang, John Onofrey, Nanning Zheng, and James Duncan

B422 "GRPGAT: Predicting CircRNA-disease Associations Based on Graph Random Propagation Network and Graph Attention Network"
WenYue Kang, YingLian Gao, Junliang Shang, ChunHou Zheng, Juan Wang, and JinXing Liu

B426 "Confidence-Guided Weakly-Supervised Visual Evidence Discovering for Trustworthy Glaucoma Diagnosis"
Rongchang Zhao, Siyu Chen, Jin Liu, and Jian Zhang

B428 "A computational framework for personalized cancer drug response prediction based on deep transfer learning from combined denoised genomic profiles and chemical structure embedding of drugs"
Yuchen Zhang, Linghang Lian, and Xuhua Yang

B437 "Prediction of Metabolic Syndrome Based on Machine Learning Techniques with Emphasis on Feature Relevances and Explainability Analysis"
Begoña Ispizua, Diana Manjarres, and Iratxe Niño

B439 "A Network Propagation Based Approach for Measuring Cell-Cell Similarity"
Jie Li, Bingbo Wang, and Jiaqi Li

B448 "Radiology Report Generation via Structured Knowledge-Enhanced Multimodal Attention and Contrastive Learning"
Dexuan Xu, Yanyuan Chen, Jiayu Zhang, Yiwei Lou, Hanpin Wang, Jing He, and Yu Huang
B453 "pCCI: A machine learning patient-centric cell-cell interactions framework for cancer subtype classification"
   Pantelis Papageorgiou, Aigli Korfiati, Aristotelis Misios, Aristidis G. Vrahatis, Alexandros Pittis, Bogdan Tanasa, Konstantinos Mavrommatis, Yilin Zhao, Tao Yang, and Vassilis Pitsikalis

B455 "Detection of Symptoms of Depression Using Data From the iPhone and Apple Watch"
   Samir Akre, Zachary D. Cohen, Amelia Welborn, Tomsilav D. Zbozinek, Brunilda Balliu, Jonathan Flint, Alex A.T. Bui, and Michelle G. Craske

B457 "Harnessing Transfer Learning for Dementia Prediction: Leveraging Sex-Different Mild Cognitive Impairment Prognosis"
   Ziming Liu, Muskan Garg, Sunyang Fu, Surjodeep Sarkar, Maria Vassilaki, Ronald Petersen, Jennifer Sauver, and Sungwhan Sohn

B459 "An Optimized-skeleton Based Parkinsonian Gait Auxiliary Diagnosis Method with Both Monitoring Indicators and Assisted Ratings"
   Gaoqi Li, Chi-Man Pun, Haolun Li, Jian Xiong, Feng Xu, and Hao Gao

B460 "Coarse-Fine View Attention Alignment-Based GAN for CT Reconstruction from Biplanar X-Rays"
   Zhi Qiao, Dongheng Chu, Hanqiang Ouyang, Huishu Yuan, Xiantong Zhen, Pei Dong, and Zhen Qian

B461 "AF Adapter: Continual Pretraining for Building Chinese Biomedical Language Model"
   Yongyu Yan, Kui Xue, Xiaoming Shi, Qi Ye, Jingping Liu, and Tong Ruan

B466 "Deep-USIpred: identifying substrates of ubiquitin protein ligases E3 and deubiquitinases with pretrained protein embedding and bayesian neural network"
   Jia Wang, Gui-Qing Pan, Jian-Qiang Li, Xue-Qun Shang, Zhu-Hong You, and Yu-An Huang

B469 "Long Video Micro-expression Spotting Based On OCC Theory"
   Bingtong Liu, Zheyuan Zhang, Ju Zhou, Hanpu Wang, Yingjuan Jia, and Tong Chen

B472 "A Diffusion Model-based Joint Dual-Task Network for Low-Quality Retinal Image Enhancement and Vessel Segmentation"
   Fengting Liu and Wenhui Huang

B482 "ParallelCoDiff: Parallel Cooperative Diffusion Model for Joint Optic Disc and Cup Segmentation"
   Wengting Li and Wenhui Huang

B486 "Multi-layer Feature Refinement Extraction With Contrastive Learning For Cervical OCT Image Classification"
   Yifei Liu, Qingbin Wang, Ling Zhang, and Kai Zhang

B495 "Towards Modeling Human Biorhythms Using Non-Invasive Approaches"
   Kapotaksha Das, Mohamed Abouelenien, Mihai Burzo, John Elson, Ali Hassani, and Clay Maranville
B500 "A Novel Effectiveness Assessment Framework for Neoadjuvant Chemoradiotherapy of Locally Advanced Rectal Cancer Based on Multi-modal Intelligence"
Xiao Tian and Dong Sui

B501 "DSA-MFNet: Deep-shallow Attention based Multi-frame Fusion Network for EEG motor imagery classification"
Huifu Li, Xun Zhang, Yuchai Wan, and Xin Zhang

B503 "Discrete Residual Diffusion Model for High-Resolution Prostate MRI Synthesis"
Zhitao Han and Wenhui Huang

B514 "A Time-Guided Method for Constructing Combined Medical Event Chains"
Lishuang Li, Tianqi Hu, and Xueyang Qin

B515 "What will regularized continuous learning performs if it was used to medical image segmentation: a preliminary analysis"
Weihao Dai, Chaolu Feng, Shuaizheng Chen, Wei Li, Jinzhu Yang, and Dazhe Zhao

B527 "AutoDDI: drug-drug interaction prediction with automated graph neural network"
Zhenpeng Wu, Jiamin Chen, Jianliang Gao, and Xiaohua Hu

B534 "Multi-modal Contrastive-Generative Pre-training for Fine-grained Skin Disease Diagnosis"
Liangdi Ma, Jun Zhao, Guoxin Wang, Yuchen Guo, and Feng Xu

B536 "Multi-Modal Network based on Spatio-temporal and Attention for Emotion Recognition"
Yong Zhang, Wenyun Chen, and Cheng Cheng

B537 "Stain Normalization and Augmentation in Frequency Space for Histology Analysis"
Yingfan Li, Huaiji Zhou, Na Liu, and Yiqing Shen

B540 "Dynamic Graph Attention: Unraveling Spatio-Temporal Synchrony in EEG Data"
Federica Proietto Salanitri, Giovanni Bellitto, Raffaele Mineo, Matteo Pennisi, Amelia Sorrenti, Salvatore Calcagno, Daniela Giordano, Simone Palazzo, and Concetto Spampinato

B541 "A Comprehensive Feature Aggregation Network for Sleep Apnea Detection using Respiratory Signals"
Shiwen Shu and Kejing He

B543 "A Study of Medical Decision Recommendations Generation and Similarity Fusion Based on CDSS and ChatGPT-4"
Ming Liu, Liang Xiao, Qianchen Wang, Ziji Liu, Rujun Zhu, and Miaomiao He

B548 "Competitive Ensembling Teacher-Student Framework for Semi-Supervised Left Atrium MRI Segmentation"
Yuyan Shi, Yichi Zhang, and Shasha Wang
B553 "Graph-Based Alzheimer’s Disease Diagnosis with Contrastive Learning and Graph Transformer"
Yuting Zhang, Gongpeng Cao, Xingxing Xu, and Guixia Kang

B559 "Introducing an Open-Source Python Toolkit for Machine Learning Research in Physiological Signal based Affective Computing"
Ruijie Fang, Ruoyu Zhang, Elahe Hosseini, Setareh Rafatirad, and Houman Homayoun

B562 "Imputing single-cell RNA-seq data by graph autoencoder with multi-kernel"
Kang Jiang, Bo Liao, Petros Papagerakis, and FangXiang Wu

B563 "Prediction of piRNA-mRNA interactions based on an interactive inference network"
Yajun Liu, Ru Li, Aimin Li, Rong Fei, Xie Guo, and Fang-Xiang Wu

B573 "Parallel Computation of Conformational Stability for CD4+ T-cell Epitope Prediction"
Avik Bhattacharya, James Wrabl, Samuel Landry, and Ramgopal Mettu

B580 "A Collaborative Cross-Attention Drug Recommendation Model Based on Patient and Medical Relationship Representations"
Yourong Li, Yuliang Shi, Yide Jin, Xinjun Wang, Zhongmin Yan, Zhiyong Chen, and Fanyu Kong

B584 "Feature-Enhanced Multi-Channel Parallel Inference Network for Document-level Relation Extraction"
Lishuang Li, Tianqi Hu, Xueyang Qin, Jing Hao, Meiling Ge, and Huxiong Chen

B596 "Health and Senior Care Video Moment Localization With Procedure Knowledge Distillation"
Chaochen Wu, Meiyun Zuo, and Guan Luo

B599 "scHi-CNN: a Computational Method for Statistically Significant Single-cell Hi-C Chromatin Interactions with Nearest Neighbors"
Chanaka Bulathsinghalage and Lu Liu

B604 "TransPocket: Structural and Geometric Transformer for Protein Binding Site Detection"
Yang Zhang, Wenbing Huang, Zhewei Wei, and Chongxuan Li

B609 "Essential proteins identification based on weak consensus model and neighborhood aggregation centrality"
Zhipeng Hu, Gaoshi Li, Jingli Wu, Xinlong Luo, Jiafei Liu, Wei Peng, and Xiaoshu Zhu

B627 "IDAA-NET: An Image Domain Adaptive Alignment Network for Unsupervised Liver Vessel Segmentation from CTA Images"
Haixiao Geng, Jingfan Pan, Yujia Yuan, Danni Ai, Feng Duan, and Jian Yang

B629 "A Weak Supervision-based Robust Pretraining Method for Medical Visual Question Answering"
Shuning He, Haiwei Pan, Kejia Zhang, Cheng Gong, and Zhe Li
B630 "FedCCE: A class-level contribution explainable federated learning based on comparable prototypes collaboration for multi-site medical image classification"
   Bo Lin, Jing Wang, Yunfei Dou, Yuquan Zhang, Wei Yue, Gang Yu, and Jianwei Yin

B641 "A deep graph convolution network with attention for clustering scRNA-seq data"
   Xiang Chen, Junnan Yu, Li Peng, and Min Li

B645 "Combining Tags of Various Lengths Benefits Peptide Identification in Bottom-up Proteomics"
   Shengzhi Lai, Ning Li, and Weichuan Yu

B656 "DeepLA: A deep learning-based model for predicting protein function from protein sequence and evolutionary information"
   Bing Jia, Tao Feng, Chenri Li, Baoqi Huang, Fei Hao, and Dongjun Liu

B666 "DD-UNet: Densely Dilated U-Net for Curvilinear Structure Segmentation in Fundus Image"
   Yindong Zhang, Jie Chen, Li Wang, Miaohong Chen, Guoming Zhang, and Jianqiang Li

B674 "PLFormer: Prompt Learning for Early Warning of Unplanned Extubation in ICU"
   Yang Chen, Tian He, Xu Gao, Hong Cheng, and Ling Wang

B683 "An Effective Microbial-drug Relation Extraction Model Based on Dual Graph Convolutional Networks"
   Ruizhe Zhang, Dandan Li, Ying Xiao, Weizhong Zhao, Xingpeng Jiang, and Xianjun Shen

B686 "Multi-Visit Interactive Recalibration Network for Drug Recommendation with a Triple Graph Encoder"
   Xiaobo Li, Yijia Zhang, Xiaodi Hou, Fanjun Meng, and Hongfei Lin

B688 "PACS: Prediction and analysis of cancer subtypes from multi-omics data based on a multi-head attention mechanism model"
   Liangrui Pan, Dazheng Liu, Zhichao Feng, Wenjuan Liu, and Shaoliang Peng

B691 "Multi-source unsupervised domain-adaptation for automatic sleep staging"
   Yangxin Zhu, Shikui Tu, Lin Zhang, and Lei Xu

B699 "Identification of Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Molecular Signatures for COVID-19 Infection Severity Classification"
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